FEATURES

17 'PEOPLE OF THE YEAR'
Our choices for 1997: Tom Lied; Jeff Bourne; Paul R. Latshaw; and Dr. Roger Funk. Each has a long history of contributions to the Green Industry. They’ve given their time, talent and leadership.
RON HALL/TERRY MCIVER

23 LM REPORTS: GROUND CLEARING EQUIPMENT
These equipment ‘linemen’ are brought in to get the ground ready for the ‘pretty boys.’ Use them for the big clearing/leveling jobs.
CURT HARLER

25 BEYOND THE NUTS & BOLTS OF EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE
Modern equipment maintenance means you watch for use patterns, trust mechanic intuition and have an inventory system that works.
LUKE FRANK/PETE FERNALD

30 DORMANT PRUNING BENEFITS
Most professionals know winter is the time to prune trees, to reduce potential for injury. Here’s a review.